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Let K be a real abelian number field satisfying certain conditions and Kn the n th
layer of the cyclotomic Zp-extension of K. We study the relations between the
p-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class group and that of the unit group modulo the
cyclotomic unit group of Kn . Supposing that Greenberg’s conjecture is valid, we
shall show that these two groups are isomorphic as Galois modules for sufficiently
large n.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let p be an odd prime number, which will be fixed throughout the
present paper. For any real abelian number field K, let K denote the
cyclotomic Zp-extension of K and Kn its n th layer over K. Let An , En , and
Cn be the p-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class group, the group of units and
the group of cyclotomic units defined by Sinnott, respectively, of Kn (cf.
[11]). Denote by Bn the p-Sylow subgroup of the quotient group EnCn .
It is known that there are deep relations between An and Bn . For example:
(i) If p |% [K : Q], then >(An)=>(Bn) for all n0.
(ii) The Iwasawa main conjecture, or the MazurWiles theorem [3,
9, 10], which asserts that
char( An)=char( Bn),
where the projective limits are taken with respect to the norm maps and
char(M) denotes the characteristic ideal of M in Zp[[Gal(KK)]] for a
finitely generated torsion Zp[[Gal(KK)]]-module M.
Now we propose the following naturally arising problem:
Is An isomorphic to Bn as Galois modules for sufficiently large n?
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In this paper, we investigate this problem for real abelian number fields
satisfying a certain condition stated in Theorem 1, which will be cited as
condition (C). In Section 2, we shall compute the Galois cohomology
groups of An and Bn (Theorem 1), and we shall show that, if we assume the
validity of the Greenberg conjecture, the above problem is affirmatively
answered for any field which satisfies condition (C) (Theorem 2). In
Section 3, we give two conditions each implying that a real abelian number
field satisfies condition (C).
2. RESULTS
In this section, we shall give results about the relation between the
Galois modules An and Bn under some conditions on K.
We use the same notation as in the Introduction. Let 1m, n=Gal(KmKn)
and #m, n=# p
n
|K m , where # is a fixed topological generator of Gal(KK)
(mn0), and we write Nm, n for the norm map from Am to An and jn, m
for the natural map from An to Am (mn0).
For a finite group G and a G-module M, we define NG=_ # G _ # Z[G]
and NGM=[m # M | NGm=0]. Let H
i (G, M) denote the ith Tate cohomo-
logy group. From now on, a homomorphism means a Galois module
homomorphism.
The following theorem is the first main result of this paper.
Theorem 1. Assume that K satisfies the following three conditions:
(i) The prime p does not split in KQ and there is a unique prime p
above p which ramifies in KK, and p is totally ramified.
(ii) For every m, n, mn, the prime pm of Km , lying above p, is a
principal ideal (?m), with ?#m, n&1m # CmE
#m, n&1
m .
(iii) H 0(1m, n , Cm)=0, for all mn0.
Then
H 0(1m, n , Bm)&H 0(1m, n , Am)&Coker( jn, m : An  A1m, n),
H &1(1m, n , Bm)&H &1(1m, n , Am)&Ker( jn, m : An  Am)
as Galois modules for all mn0.
Throughout this paper we refer to the three conditions in the statement
of Theorem 1 as condition (C).
In order to prove Theorem 1, we will need several lemmas and
propositions.
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Lemma 1. For all mn0, H &1(1m, n , Em) is isomorphic to P1m, nm Pn
by the correspondence
= mod E #m, n&1m W (:) mod Pn , ==:
#m, n&1,
where Pi denotes the principal ideal group of Ki for i0.
Proof. Taking the long cohomology exact sequence of the exact sequence
0  Em  K _m  Pm  0,
we get
0  En  K _n  P
1m, n
m  H
&1(1m, n , Em)  H &1(1m, n , K _m )=0.
Therefore we see
P1m, nm Pn &H
&1(1m, n , Em).
The explicit correspondence is obtained by following the preceding exact
sequence. K
Lemma 2.
P1m, nm Pn=( (?m) mod Pn)_(In & Pm)Pn &Zp
m&nZ_Ker( jn, m),
for all mn0, where In denotes the ideal group of Kn , and we assume that
the Galois group acts trivially on Zpm&nZ.
Proof. Since (?m) is the only prime of Km which ramifies in KmKn ,
every principal ideal (:) in P1m, nm can be written
(:)=(?m)k a
for some integer k and an ideal a in In & Pm . Therefore
P1m, nm =( (?m))(In & Pm).
Since
(In & Pm) & ( (?m))=( (?n))Pn ,
we find that
P1m, nm Pn=( (?m) mod Pn)_(In & Pm)Pn .
It is clear that the second term of the lemma is isomorphic to the third
term. K
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Taking the long cohomology exact sequence of the exact sequence
0  Cm  Em  Em Cm  0,
and taking the p-part of the exact sequence, we get the exact sequence
0  Bn  B1 m, nm  H
&1(1m, n , Cm) w
f
H &1(1m, n , Em)  H &1(1m, n , Bm)
(1)
H 0(1m, n , Bm) w H 0(1m, n , Em)  H 0(1m, n , Cm)=0,
where
H &1(1m, n , Cm) w
f H &1(1m, n , Em), ’ mod C #m, n&1m [ ’ mod E
#m, n&1
m .
Lemma 3. The homomorphism f defined above is injective.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 1 that
g : P1m, nm Pn &H
&1(1m, n , Em),
where g maps (:) mod Pn to :#m, n&1 mod E #m, n&1m , and by (ii) in condition
(C), the following holds true:
g(( (?m) mod Pn) )=(?#m, n&1m mod E
#m, n&1
m ) Im( f ).
Since [Em : Cm]< and >(H &1(1m, n , Em))>(H 0(1m, n , Em))= pm&n (cf.
[7, p. 147 Theorem 2.4]), we have >(H &1(1m, n , Cm))= pm&n from (iii) in
condition (C). Hence
pm&n=>(g(( (?m) mod Pn) ))>(Im( f ))>(H &1(1m, n , Cm))= pm&n,
so
Im( f )= g(( (?m) mod Pn) ) and >(Im( f ))=>(H &1(1m, n , Cm)),
which implies the injectivity of f. K
We note that the natural homomorphism Bn  Bm is injective by (iii) in
condition (C). Therefore we may regard Bn as a submodule of Bm . Thus we
obtain the following proposition:
Proposition 1.
B1m, nm =Bn
for all mn0.
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Proof. This is clear from (1) and the injectivity of f. K
Since f is injective, the following holds true:
H &1(1m, n , Cm)&( (?m) mod Pn) &Zpm&nZ.
So we have the following proposition:
Proposition 2.
H &1(1m, n , Cm)&Zpm&nZ
for all mn0.
Combining exact sequence (1), Im( f )= g(( (?m) mod Pn) ) and
Lemma 2, we have
H &1(1m, n , Bm)&Ker( jn, m). (2)
By exact sequence (1) and the injectivity of f, we have
H 0(1m, n , Bm)&H 0(1m, n , Em). (3)
Lemma 4.
En Nm, nK _m
for all mn0.
Proof. We note that KmKn is a cyclic extension with only one ramified
prime (?n). Using the product formula of the norm residue symbols and
Hasse’s norm theorem, we have the inclusion
En Nm, n K_m . K
Lemma 5.
H 0(1m, n , Em)&Coker( jn, m : An  A1m, nm )
for all mn0.
Proof. Taking a long exact cohomology sequence of the exact sequence
0  Em  K _m  Pm  0,
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we have the exact sequence
0  H &1(1m, n , Pm)  H 0(1m, n , Em) w
h H 0(1m, n , K _m ), (4)
where
h : H 0(1m, n , Em)  H 0(1m, n , K _m ), = mod Nm, nEm [ = mod Nm, nK
_
m .
Since Im(h) is isomorphic to En En & Nm, nK _m =0 by Lemma 3, sequence
(4) asserts that
H 0(1m, n , Em)&H &1(1m, n , Pm). (5)
From the exact sequence
0  Pm  Im  ImPm  0
and H &1(1m, n , Im)=0, we obtain the exact sequence
0  (I 1m, nm P
1m, n
m )p w
. A1m, nm  H
&1(1m, n , Pm)  0.
Since I 1m, nm =( (?m)) In , it follows that
Im(.)=Im( jm, n) and H &1(1m, n , Pm)&Coker( jn, m : An  A1m, nm ).
Thus isomorphism (5) implies the lemma. K
By (3) and Lemma 5,
H 0(1m, n , Bm)&Coker( jn, m : An  A1m, nm ). (6)
Lemma 6.
H &1(1m, n , Am)&Ker( jn, m)
for all mn0.
Proof. Since N1m, n(a)=( jn, m b Nm, n)(a) for a # Am and Nm, n is surjective,
we have
N1m, n Am=Ker( jn, m b Nm, n)=N
&1
m, n(Ker( jn, m)).
The exact sequence
0  A1m, nm  Am ww
#m, n&1 A#m, n&1m  0
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yields the equality
>(Am)=>(A1m, nm ) >(A
#m, n&1
m ).
By the genus formula and Lemma 4, we also have
>(A1m, nm )=>(An). (7)
Hence it follows from the surjectivity of Nm, n that
>(A#m, n&1m )=
>(Am)
>(An)
=>(Ker(Nm, n)).
Since A#m, n&1m Ker(Nm, n), we have
A#m, n&1m =Ker(Nm, n).
Therefore
H &1(1m, n , Am)=N1 m, nAm A
#m, n&1
m
=N&1m, n(Ker( jn, m))Ker(Nm, n)&Ker( jn, m). K
Lemma 7.
H 0(1m, n , Am)&Coker( jn, m : An  A1m, nm )
for all mn0.
Proof. It follows from the surjectivity of Nm, n that
H 0(1m, n , Am)=A1m, nm ( jn, m b Nm, n)(Am)
=A1m, nm Im( jm, n)
=Coker( jm, m : An  A1m, nm ). K
Proof of Theorem 1. Combining (2), (6), Lemma 6, and Lemma 7
completes the proof of Theorem 1. K
Next we shall show that An &Bn under certain additional hypotheses. It
is well known that there exist constants *=*p(K), +=+p(K) # N _ [0],
&=&p(K) # Z such that
>(An)= p*n++p
n+& (8)
for sufficiently large n [5, 12]. Since K is an abelian number field, +
vanishes by the FerreroWashington theorem [1, 12]. On the other hand
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Greenberg conjectured that both * and + vanish if K is totally real [2].
Supposing this conjecture is true, we can show that the answer to our
problem stated in the introduction is affirmative.
Theorem 2. If K satisfies condition (C) and if *p(K) vanishes, then An
is isomorphic with Bn for sufficiently large n.
Proof. By (8) and *p(K)=+p(K)=0, there exists a constant &0 such
that
>(An)= p&
for sufficiently large n. By [11, p. 182, Theorem], there exists a constant
C # Q such that
>(Bn)=C>(An) (9)
for sufficiently large n. Hence there exists n00 such that
>(Bn)=Cp&, >(An)= p& (\nn0).
Therefore,
Am &
Nm, n 0 An0 , Bm=Bn0 (\mn0). (10)
Since 1m, n0 trivially acts on both Am and Bm for mn0 , it follows that
H &1(1m, n0 , Am)=N1m, n 0 Am A
#m, n 0&1
m &Am
H &1(1m, n0 , Bm)=N1m, n 0 BmB
#m, n 0&1
m &Bm
for sufficiently large mn0 . It follows from Theorem 1 that
Am &Bm
for all mn0 . K
Remark. (i) From the above proof, we see that, if K satisfies condition
(C) and *p(K)=0, then C=1 in (9).
(ii) If we assume that the order of the modules An and Bn are bounded
for all n0, then we have (10). So we can prove Theorem 2 without using
(9). From this, (7) and Proposition 1, we see that
>(An)=>(Bn)
for all n0. Thus under the above assumption we can give an algebraic
proof for the p-part of the analytic class number formula.
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3. FIELDS SATISFYING CONDITION (C)
In the present section, we give two conditions, each implying that a
real abelian number field satisfies condition (C). For an abelian number
field K, CK denotes the group of cyclotomic units of K as defined by
Sinnott in [11].
Theorem 3. Let K be a real abelian number field with conductor pe
(e0). Then K satisfies condition (C).
In order to prove Theorem 3, we need a few more lemmas.
Lemma 8.
CQ(‘ p n )=N Q(‘p m )Q(‘p n )CQ(‘ p m )
for all mn0.
Proof. We note that
CQ(‘p k)=Z[Gal(Q(‘p k)Q)] \‘ (1& g)2p k
(1&‘ gp k)
(1&‘pk)+ , \‘pk ,
where g is a primitive root modulo pk for k # N. The lemma follows, since
NQ(‘ p m)Q(‘pn ) (‘pm)=(‘pn) , NQ(‘ p m )Q(‘ p n )(1&‘
a
pm)=1&‘
a
p n
for any a # Z. K
Lemma 9. Let K be an abelian number field with conductor pe. Then
CK=(&1, NQ(‘ p e)KC Q(‘p e )) .
Proof. By [4, Folgerung 1.2], we can easily see that
CF=(&1, N Q(‘ k)F & Q(‘ k) CQ(‘k ) | k| f ).
for any abelian number field F with conductor f. It follows from Lemma 8
that CQ(‘ p t)=N Q(‘p e )Q(‘p t )CQ(‘p e ) if te, so
NQ(‘ p t)K & Q(‘p t ) CQ(‘p t)N Q(‘p e)K CQ(‘p e ) .
This completes the proof of the lemma. K
Lemma 10. Let K be an abelian number field with conductor pe. Then
p |% [Q(‘pe) : K].
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Proof. If we assume that p | [Q(‘p e) : K], then there exists a subfield L
of Q(‘p e) containing K such that [Q(‘p e) : L]= p. Since Q(‘p e)Q is a
cyclic extension of degree pe&1( p&1), L must be Q(‘p e&1). This contradicts
the assumption that the conductor of K is pe. K
Lemma 11. (Greither [4, p. 32, Satz 2.1]). If K is a real cyclic number
field and 2 is any subgroup of Gal(KQ), then C 2K=CK 2 .
Proof of Theorem 3. We easily see that p is totally ramified in
Q(‘pn)Q, and that ( p)=(1&‘p n) p
n&1( p&1). Let Qn be the unique subfield
of Q(‘p n+1) of degree pn over Q. Since pe&1 | [K : Q] by Lemma 10,
we see that Qe&1 K and Qe3 K. Hence Kn=KQn+e&1 and ( p)=
(NQ(‘p n+e )Kn(1&‘p n+e ))
[K n : Q] in Kn .
Further we see that NQ(‘ pm+e)K m(1&‘pm+e)
# m, n&1 # Cm , so K satisfies (i)
and (ii) in condition (C).
Since Gal(Q(‘p m+e)Q(‘pn+e))&Gal(KmKn)=1m, n , we can identify
Gal(Q(‘pm+e)Q(‘p n+e) with 1m, n . Since KmQ is a cyclic extension,
C1 m, nm =Cn by Lemma 11. From Lemma 8 and Lemma 9, we find that
N1 m, n Cm=Cn . Hence
H 0(1m, n , Cm)=0.
Therefore K satisfies (iii) in condition (C). K
Theorem 4. Let K be a real abelian number field. If p is inert in KQ
and p |3 [K : Q], then K satisfies condition (C ).
Proof. Since p is inert in KQ and totally ramified in QQ, p is totally
ramified in K K. Hence K satisfies (i) in condition (C). The unique prime
of Qn above p is (NQ(‘p n+1 )Q n (1&‘pn+1)), which is inert in Kn Qn . So
the unique prime of Kn above p is (NQ(‘ p n+1 )Q n (1&‘pn+1)), which is a
principal ideal. Since NQ(‘ p m+1 )Q m(1&‘pm+1)
# m, n&1 # Cm , K satisfies (ii) in
condition (C).
Let d be the conductor of K. From our assumption, we see that KmQ
is a cyclic extension, and hence H 0(1m, n , Cm)=CnN1 m, nCm for nm by
Lemma 11. Since Gal(Q(‘dpm+1 )Q(‘dp n+1 ))&Gal(KmKn)=1m, n , we can
identify Gal(Q(‘dpm+1)Q(‘dpn+1)) with 1m, n . We let
C$i =NQ(‘p i+1 )Ki & Q(‘p i+1 )CQ(‘p i+1 ) ,
C(d $), i =(NQ(‘d $ p i+1 )K i & Q(‘ d $ p i+1 )(1&‘
a
d $p i+1) | a # Z, (a, pd $)=1) ,
and
C(d $)=NQ(‘d $)K & Q(‘ d $)CQ(‘d $) ,
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for i0 and d $ | d, d ${1. Then we see that
Ci=\C$i ‘
d $ | d, d ${1
C(d $), i ‘
d $ | d, d ${1
C(d $) .
From Lemma 8 and N1 m, n(1&‘
a
d $pm)=1&‘
a
d $pn , it follows that N1 m, n C$m=
C$n and N1 m, n C(d $), m=C(d $), n .
Put _p=((Q(‘d)Q)p) (Frobenius automorphism). Then
C (_ p&1)( p&1)
(d $) C(d $), n
for d $ | d, d ${1 by [8, Lemma 2]. So we have C (_ p&1)( p&1)(d $) N1 m, n Cm .
Since G :=Gal(KQ)=(_p |K) by the assumption, we get an ascending
chain of modules
C _ p&1
(d $)  NG C(d $) C(d $) .
Since p |3 >(G), then p |3 >(H &1(G, C(d $)))=[N GC(d $) : C
_p&1
(d $) ]. We see that
[C(d $) :N G C(d $)]=>(Im(NG : C(d $)  [\1]))=1 or 2.
Hence p |3 [ C(d $) : C
(_ p&1)( p&1)
(d $) ]. Therefore p |3 [ Cn : N1m, n Cm ] =
>(H 0(1m, n , Cm)). But H 0(1m, n , Cm) is a p-group, so it follows that
H 0(1m, n , Cm)=0. K
Example. Let p=3 and K=Q(- 3137). Then K satisfies condition (C)
by Theorem 4 and we find that *3(K)=0, A0 &Z9Z, and that An is cyclic
for all n0. So there exists &2 such that An &Z3&Z as abelian groups
for sufficiently large n. It follows from Theorem 2 that An &Bn for suf-
ficiently large n. Hence we have An &Bn for all n.
Note added in proof. In [8a], J. Kraft and R. Schoof obtained a similar result to Theorem
2 for Zp -extensions of real quadratic fields.
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